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Abstract. The rapid development of intelligent robotics would facilitate
humans and robots will live and work together at a human workspace in
the near future. It means research on eﬀective human-robot interaction
is essential for future robotics. The most common situation of humanrobot interaction is that humans and robots work cooperatively, and
robots should give proper assistance to humans for achieving a goal. In
the workspace there are several objects including tools and a robot should
identify the human intended objects or tools. There might be situational
diﬀerences between a robot’s perspective and a human perspective because of several obstacles in environment. Thus, a robot needs to take
the human perspective and simulates the situation from the human perspective to identify the human intended object. For human perspective
taking, ﬁrst of all a robot needs to check its own visibility for the environment. To address this challenge, this paper develops a 3D visibility
check method by using a depth image in Webots. By using the developed
method, a robot can determine whether each point in the environment
is visible or invisible at its posture and detect objects if they are visible.
Keywords: Human-robot interaction, 3D visibility check, human
perspective taking, Webots.

1

Introduction

Since robot technology and intelligence technology have been matured, robots
will come into our daily lives in the near future. Thus, the eﬀective human-robot
interaction (HRI) is needed especially from human-robot cooperation point of
view. The research dealing with HRI problems has been intensively studied in
various applications [1]-[7].
Among the various HRI problems, the human-robot cooperation problem
should be solved ﬁrst since getting a robot into a human workspace is the most
possible and helpful way to get robots involved in human life. When a robot
and a human work cooperatively, they should share the context information to
achieve the goal successfully. The usual human-robot cooperation situation is
that a robot assists a human partner and they work together using some tools
or objects. Therefore, a robot needs to identify the human intended object to
provide the proper assistance to a human.
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There might be situational diﬀerences between a robot’s perspective and a
human perspective because of several obstacles in environment; therefore, a robot
should take the human perspective and consider the situation from the human
perspective to identify the human intended object [8]. There can be four kinds
of object states based on the robot’s perspective and human perspective: i) an
object that is visible from both perspectives, ii) an object that is visible from a
robot’s perspective and invisible from a human perspective, iii) an object that
is invisible from a robot’s perspective and visible from a human perspective, or
iv) an object that is invisible from both perspectives. Among the objects of all
the cases, the objects of the ﬁrst and third cases might be the human intended
objects since the object that a human can not see might not be the human
intended one. Therefore, to identify the human intended object, ﬁrst of all a
robot needs to check its own visibility for the objects and also needs to check
the human visibility by taking the human perspective.
To deal with the above mentioned issue, this paper develops a 3D visibility
check method. The developed method considers 3D visibility rather than 2D
visibility since a robot needs to consider the heights of obstacles. We develop the
3D visibility check method by using an RGB-D sensor in Webots. Webots is a
robot simulator that has been widely used in robotics since 1998 [9]. In recent
years, an RGB-D sensor has been used to wide robotics ﬁeld for 3D modeling
of environments, object and gesture recognition, simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM), etc [10]-[12]. By using the proposed method, a robot can check
which points in the environment are visible or invisible such that it can detect
the objects if they are visible.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the developed 3D visibility check method. In Section 3, experimental results are discussed and concluding
remarks follow in Section 4.

2

The Developed 3D Visibility Check Method

In this section, the developed 3D visibility check method in Webots is explained
along with step by step calculation. The developed method uses a depth image
from an RGB-D camera sensor which locates at the top of a simulated mobile
robot in Webots.
2.1

The Developed 3D Visibility Check Method

Fig. 1 shows coordinates of a depth image obtained from an RGB-D camera
sensor in Webots and relationship between a depth image and real world. Since
an RGB-D camera in Webots is a standard pinhole camera and it is implemented
using OpenGL, the relationship between a depth image and real world can be
modeled. The pixels in a depth image mean they are visible from the robot’s
perspective; thus, a robot can determine whether each point in real world is
visible or invisible from its posture by using the relationship between the depth
image and real world. The detailed calculations are explained in the following.
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Fig. 1. (a) A depth image obtained from an RGB-D sensor in Webots. Iu and Iv are
width and height of the image, u and v are pixel coordinates of the image, and C(cu , cv )
is a center of the image. (b) The relationship between a depth image in u-coordinate
and real world in camera’s x-coordinate. αx is a horizontal ﬁeld of view angle of the
camera, d is a depth value obtained from a depth image, and xc and γc are points of
the real world in camera’s x-coordinate.

The relationship between a pixel of a depth image, p(u , v  ) and a corresponding point of real world based on a camera posture, qc (xc , yc , zc ) can be represented as a proportional expression. The relationship between u-coordinated of
a depth image and x-coordinate in real world camera posture is represented as
follows:
Iu
= xc : (u − cu )
γc :
(1)
2
where u is a pixel of a depth image in u-coordinate, xc is a corresponding point
of real world in camera’s x-coordinate, Iu is a width of a depth image, and
cu = Iw /2 . γc is a point of real world in camera’s x-coordinate corresponding
to a right-hand end pixel of a depth image in u-coordinate and it is represented
as follows:
αx
(2)
γc = d tan
2
where d is a depth value of p obtained from a depth image and αx is a horizontal
ﬁeld of view angle of the camera. Therefore, a point of real world in camera’s
x-coordinate is represented as follows:
xc = γ(u − cu )

2
2d(u − cu ) tan(αx /2)
=
.
Iu
Iu

(3)

In the same manner as the calculation of xc , yc , which is a point of real world
in camera’s y-coordinate corresponding to a bottom end pixel of a depth image
in v-coordinate, is represented as follows:
yc =

2d(v  − cv ) tan(αy /2)
Iv

(4)
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where v  is a pixel of a depth image in v-coordinate, Iv is a height of a depth
image, cv = Iv /2, and αy = αx IIuv is a vertical ﬁeld of view angle of the camera.
A point of real world in camera’s z-coordinate is
zc = d.

(5)

By using the above calculation, a robot can match a pixel of a depth image in
(u, v)-coordinate to a point of real world in camera’s (x, y, z)-coordinate.
The next step is transforming qc (xc , yc , zc ) to qg (xg , yg , zg ) that is based on
global (x, y, z)-coordinate. To transform the camera’s coordinate to the global
coordinate, the transformation matrices are calculated using the relative posture
of the camera to the robot and the relative posture of the robot to the world in
Webots. The transformation is done as follows:
qg = gr T rc T qc

(6)

where rc T is a transformation matrix from camera’s coordinate to robot’s coordinate and gr T is a transformation matrix from robot’s coordinate to global
coordinate.
Objects in the environment can be detected if a robot identify they are visible
at robot’s posture by using the developed 3D visibility check method. Each point
in the environment is under three cases. The ﬁrst case is that the point has a
depth value exceeding the maximum depth range of an RGB-D camera. In this
case, the point is considered as empty like the sky and ignored. The second case
is that y-value of the point is close to zero, i.e. y < σ, where σ is a small value
like 1.0 cm. It means that the point belongs to the ground and the reason using
σ is that an RGB-D camera has noise. The last case is that the point is a part of
an object, when satisfying ||Cobj − P||2 < ObjectSize/2, where Cobj is a center
point of an object and P is a considered point.

3

Experiment

This section presents the experimental environment and results that were conducted to show the eﬀectiveness of the developed method.
3.1

Experimental Environment

A diﬀerential wheel robot with an RGB-D camera sensor at its top was used
to show the eﬀectiveness of the developed method. Fig. 2 shows the experimental environment. There were two obstacles with diﬀerent heights, one object (a
ball), and a simulated human. The height and width of ground were 4.0 m. The
parameters of the RGB-D camera mounted on the robot were a horizontal ﬁeld
of view angle as 0.994837 radian, width as 320, height as 240, minimum and
maximum depth range as 0.3 m and 4.5 m, respectively, in the same manner as
Kinect.
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Fig. 2. The experimental environment in Webots

(a) An experiment scene

(b) RGB and depth images obtained from an RGB-D (c) 3D
camera.
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Fig. 3. Results of experiment 1

3.2

Experimental Result

To show the eﬀectiveness of the developed method, four diﬀerent experiments
with diﬀerent robot’s postures and object positions were conducted. Figs. 36 show experiment scenes, RGB and depth images obtained from an RGB-D
camera mounted on the robot, and 3D visibility check results of experiments 1,
2, 3, and 4, respectively. The 3D visibility check result ﬁgures are projections of
3D points of real world to 2D plane to show the visibility check result eﬀectively.
In the ﬁgures of 3D visibility check result, the circle with gray is a robot, black
means invisible area, green means visible area, brown means the visible upper
part of obstacles, red means a visible object, and blue means a visible human.
As shown in the ﬁgures, the robot could check its 3D visibility well and detect
the object and human if they are visible. Also, the robot could identify the empty
space like the sky and ground as well. The robot recognized that the area behind
the obstacles or objects is invisible. By the developed 3D visibility check rather
than 2D visibility check, the robot could recognize the situation diﬀerence caused
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(a) An experiment scene

(b) RGB and depth images obtained from an RGB-D (c) 3D
camera.
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Fig. 4. Results of experiment 2

(a) An experiment scene

(b) RGB and depth images obtained from an RGB-D (c) 3D
camera.
result

Fig. 5. Results of experiment 3
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(a) An experiment scene

(b) RGB and depth images obtained from an RGB-D (c) 3D
camera.
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Fig. 6. Results of experiment 4

by heights of obstacles as shown in Fig. 6(c). In Fig. 6(c), a robot identiﬁed that
the upper part of lower obstacle is visible, but the upper part of higher obstacle
is invisible.

4

Conclusion

This paper presents the development of a 3D visibility check method using a
depth image in Webots. By using the relationship between a depth image and
real world, a robot could identify whether each point in real world is visible or
invisible at its posture. Further more, a robot could detect objects based on the
result of visibility check. The developed method dealt with 3D visibility rather
than 2D visibility to consider the heights of obstacles and objects. This method
can be used to make a robot take a human perspective for eﬀective human-robot
interaction. Because a robot needs to determine its own visibility ﬁrst and then
take a human perspective by simulating the situation assuming that a robot
is located at human posture and calculating the human visibility in the same
manner as its own visibility calculation. As further research, we will make a
robot ﬁnd out the human intended object by human perspective taking even
when there are situational diﬀerence between robot’s perspective and human
perspective.
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